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Abstract
There are a considerable amount of controversies regarding ethnic dress like hijab as many raise questions about the
importance of the hijab among the Muslim community. The paper sheds light on several social media comments on
the hijab in the Muslim community. The significance of hijab like ethnic dresses has been evaluated through social
media comments on several media websites. The comments related to ethnic dresses show that awareness among
people about cultural diversity has been increasing significantly. The social media comments about the hijab are
important evidence that the concern about ethnic attire, social cohesion, and cultural differences are increasing
among the people. The paper provides adequate emphasis on the meaning of hijab or veiling. The main objective of
the paper is to provide an effective evaluation of the attire of Islamic populations and the social media reactions on
this attire. Several previous articles of renowned authors who have worked in this matter are carefully evaluated to
get ideas about this matter.
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1. Introduction
There are millions of women with Islamic Faith who wore a hijab and it is a visible expression of these
women to express their faith in their religion and culture. Furthermore, it is a way for women to be
identified as Muslim women. Hijab is a traditional attire of Muslim women and it is an important aspect
of the women as it gives them the identity as a Muslim woman [16]. However, in the western country
hijab is a controversial subject and many negative comments about the hijab can be perceived in different
types of media in western countries. But, the women in Islamic nations like Indonesia, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, and Pakistan wore the hijab spontaneously. Moreover, according to social media comments, it is
observed that in countries like Indonesia hijab is becoming a fashion statement [4].
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2. Main Body
2.1 Importance of Hijab
The Quran includes few references related to the clothing of Muslim males and females. Hijab is one of
the most significant references that include in the Quran. Hijab wears by the Muslim females to maintain
modesty and privacy in front of the non-relative males [17]. Hijab represents the Muslim females'
submission towards their connection with faith. This type of faith is directly related to the instructions of
the Quran. The women who wear Hijab express themselves from the desire to show off their beauties.
Muslim Women are using Instagram for useful promotion of Hijab [3].

2.2 Social media and Hijab
Social media is one of the most popular that has been used by people to express their views towards a
particular topic, event, incident, or any news. There are multiple numbers of Muslim women and nonMuslim women exist who are involved in social media to express their views towards Hijab [15]. Muslim
women who feel proud of wearing Hijab share their images on social media. Social media has been
utilized by the people to promote the topic Hijab. However, it is very difficult to measure how social
media is playing a vital role as a promotional tool of Hijab. But, it cannot be denied that people are
posting their Hijab wearing images on the internet [14]. Through social media, the importance of Hijab
has been posted by the Hijabers. For example, Nike introduced a sports Hijab In the USA. The news has
been announced in front of the media channels. In this case, many people can know about this initiative of
Nike. So, it can be said social media is playing a very pivotal role to promote Hijab [1].
Now, there are several brands exists that are providing quality Hijab products for the people. The main
reason is social media channels. In social media channels, Hollywood celebrities such as Rihanna, Kim
Kardashian, Beyonce, and some other celebrities posted their hijab worn images on social media channels
[13]. These images are largely liked by the follower and viewers of social media. Due to this reason,
large clothing manufacturers show their interest in the Islamic fashion industry. There are many
Instagram users exists who promote the concept of Hijab. Some of these Instagram users are Sobia
Massod, Maryam Asadullah, etc. They create a huge impact on the modest fashion industry through social
media channels [18]. These personalities share their modest and stylish outfits to their followers. This
type of activity inspires many followers. For this reason, more and more people started posting their
images in a modest outfit such as wearing Hijab [12]. The clothing industry is very much aware of the
demand for modest wears. Some of the entrepreneurs are already taken a significant step to promote
modest outfits such as Hijab [19]. For example, Melanie Elturk is a renowned designer who initiated to
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start her online Hijab store. At that time, many designers are motivated towards the trends which have
been initiated by Melanie Elturk. Through this way, social media channels are spreading the concept of
Hijab to the people [2].
According to the Islamic teachings, haya or modesty is an important part of the religion. This includes
action, affection, faith, and speech. Even these Islamic teachings encompass what they will wear and how
will they wear it. Hijab in its actual sense means the partition or barrier. But in common it is used as a
scarf among Muslims women [7]. This is used by them for covering their head which signifies that their
behaviors have been driven by modesty.

2.3 Ethnic/religious attire among Muslims
Hijab is one of the dress code for Muslim women across the world. Just like other dress codes, it is also a
normal dress for them. Hijab is an activity indicator of identity. It is considered as both religious
observance and style. Rather, wearing this type of dress code by women has become a quite popular topic
among the nations. Wearing of hijab has increased controversies among the public. The number of
Muslims has increased over the past years. But misunderstanding and stereotyping are still found among
the societies across the globe [8]. It has become a common topic that and even the top headlines of
newspapers comprise of this kind of topic. Religious dresses usually created top debates, disputes and
violent responses from other peoples. Arguments regarding the Islamic dress have made the public more
aware of their culture. Various comments on social media make it clear that the public is not only aware
of the dress but also regarding the social cohesion and cultural diversification within the society [11].

2.4 Hijab and Internet
In this era, the internet especially Instagram plays a great role in the society. It provides a platform where
women can discuss the hijab and how modest is their culture. According to recent research from
Southeast Asia, fashion and modesty are redefined by Muslim women. This redefinition encompasses
experimenting with the hijab and making it more stylists. This represents that they can pair it with
clothing in a different way which looks more fashionable [6]. These types of activities are practiced by
the young hijabi who act as fashion bloggers and influencers. The question here strikes whether they can
influence ordinary Muslims women or not. Individuals are always tried to practice their religion as it
represents their identity. At present, the presence of social media across the nations has increased which
highlights that there is an interesting relationship between social media, religious identity, and fashion. To
understand questions have been asked to both older career professionals and young generations.
Younger’s are much active on social media and according to them when they try to participate in the
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redefined segment they are criticized [5]. They receive criticism by the people who believe that this type
of redefinition is hampering their Islamic tradition.
Many Muslim women in this period are opting to lead a modern life instead of leading an orthodox
tradition as their grandparents or parents do. This topic when discussed with other Muslim women they
answered it in a modern way. According to one of the Muslim women ', yet a modern Muslimah is veiled
but she is always free to do what she wishes to do [9]. There is no such restriction on veiled women. But
with the increase of Muslim fashion on Instagram doing work has become easier for them.' Furthermore,
many women have also decided to don the veil while watching various posts on Instagram [20]. Don of
veil resulted to choose other style like Kerudung (veil which is short and is loosely draped over the head),
cadar (long knee-length veil covering up the face), jilbab (a piece of cloth just pinned under the chin),
hijab (colorful fabrics that are wrapped around the head and this represents high fashion) [10].

3. Conclusions
The paper can be concluded with the statements that the hijab is an important attire of Muslim
women. Moreover, it is not ignorance beauty but it supports all aspects of beauty. Hijab helps
Muslim women in protecting their beauty from the critical weather condition. Moreover, it also
protects the Muslim women from the eyes of bad, characterless people. According to the various
social media comments, many Muslim women have opinioned that the hijab does not reduce
their beauty but it enhances their beauty. Different types of hijab are becoming the fashion of the
Muslim women and they spontaneously wear hijab to intensify their beauty.
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